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Abstract

We utilize a peptide-based methodology to prepare a diverse collection of double-helical gold 

nanoparticle superstructures having controllable handedness and structural metrics. These 

materials exhibit well-defined circular dichroism signatures at visible wavelengths owing to the 

collective dipole–dipole interactions between the nanoparticles. We couple theory and experiment 

to show how tuning the metrics and structure of the helices results in predictable and tailorable 

chirooptical properties. Finally, we experimentally and theoretically demonstrate that the intensity, 

position, and nature of the chirooptical activity can be carefully adjusted via silver overgrowth. 

These studies illustrate the utility of peptide-based nanoparticle assembly platforms for designing 

and preparing complex plasmonic materials with tailorable optical properties.
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Chiral plasmonic nanoparticle superstructures are attractive synthetic targets because of their 

potential applications as circular polarizers, chirooptical sensors, and negative refraction 

materials.(1–5) One of the most effective ways to finely adjust the chirooptical properties of 

chiral plasmonic nanoparticle superstructures is to precisely control their metrics and 

structural parameters. Many approaches have been utilized to prepare chiral nanoparticle 

assemblies.(6–23) Of these, biomolecule-based approaches are the most common, because 

biomolecules, such as peptides and nucleic acids, can both be programmed to assemble into 
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chiral architectures and also designed to bind or associate to specific nanoparticle surfaces.

(6–17) Helical structures represent a unique subcategory of chiral nanoparticle assemblies.

(12, 13, 15–17, 20, 22–24) Following early reports detailing peptide-directed assembly of 

helical gold nanoparticle superstructures(12) and nucleic-acid-directed assembly of helical 

nanoparticle architectures,(13) several groups employed peptides or nucleic acids to prepare 

helical nanoparticle superstructures that exhibit targeted chirooptical properties.(15–17) In 

order to control and tailor the chirooptical properties of helical nanoparticle assemblies, an 

assembly methodology should allow one to precisely and simultaneously control the 

position, organization, and size of the nanoparticles within the nanoparticle superstructure 

product.

We recently reported a conceptual framework and synthetic methodology for designing and 

preparing nanoparticle superstructures that utilizes carefully designed peptide conjugate 

molecules for precisely directing the synthesis and assembly of nanoparticles.(12) We 

demonstrated that these strategies and methods are very useful for targeting, preparing, and 

tailoring the metrics and structural parameters of a diverse family of 1D gold nanoparticle 

superstructures, including chiral double helices(12, 25) and linear chains,(26) as well as a 

collection of discrete hollow spheres consisting of either gold(27, 28) or cobalt–platinum 

nanoparticles.(29) The precision of nanoparticle placement and the structural integrity of the 

resulting nanoparticle superstructures are key distinguishing features of this methodology. In 

this report, we utilize a peptide-based toolkit to prepare a unique and diverse collection of 

chiral gold nanoparticle double-helical superstructures comprising both left- and right-

handed structures with tailorable nanoparticle sizes (Figure 1) and compositions. We 

demonstrate for the first time that these materials exhibit chiral plasmonic optical behavior 

that can be carefully tuned by adjusting their structure and composition.

C12-l-PEPAu conjugates (C12-PEPAu = [C11H23CO]-AYSSGAPPMPPF), comprising l-

amino acids, were used to construct left-handed gold nanoparticle double helices using 

established methods.(12, 25) In previous work, we demonstrated that C12-l-PEPAu 

conjugates, under certain conditions, assemble into left-handed twisted nanofibers having a 

regular pitch of ~84 nm.(12) We reasoned that the left-handed helicity of these fibers 

resulted from the chirality of the l-amino acid within the C12-l-PEPAu conjugates. Therefore, 

C12-d-PEPAu should assemble into compositionally identical fibers as C12-l-PEPAu, but with 

a right-handed twisted ribbon structure. We thus prepared C12-d-PEPAu conjugates and used 

these to construct right-handed gold nanoparticle double helices. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) studies confirmed that both left- and right-handed double helices (i) 

consist of spherical gold nanoparticles (left-handed helices particle diameter = 5.74 ± 0.75 

nm; right-handed helices particle diameter = 5.25 ± 0.79 nm), (ii) exhibit a regular pitch 

(~82 nm), interhelical distance (~7.5 nm), and interparticle distance (~1.7 nm), and (iii) 

extend lengthwise well into the micrometer regime (Figure 2a,b,d,e, Supporting Information 

Figures S4 and S5). Three-dimensional electron tomography reconstructions of nanoparticle 

double helices definitively reveal the handedness of these structures: C12-l-PEPAu derived 

double helices are indeed left-handed (Figure 2c) and C12-d-PEPAu derived double helices 

are right-handed (Figure 2f). To our knowledge, this is the first reported example of using a 

peptide-based nanoparticle assembly strategy to control the handedness of helical 

nanoparticle superstructures.
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The gold nanoparticle double helices were incubated for one day in the gold salt precursor 

solution until the gold nanoparticles grew to ~8 nm in diameter (interhelical distance ~6.5 

nm; interparticle distance ~1.4 nm; pitch ~82 nm; see Figure 1, Supporting Information 

Figures S6–S9). Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was employed to examine the optical 

activity of the assembled structures in solution. In the ultraviolet region, the left-handed and 

the right-handed double helices have a negative and positive CD, respectively, at ~220 nm 

(Supporting Information Figure S10), which results from the chirality of the self-assembled 

peptide conjugates underlying the gold nanoparticle assemblies. We expected that the 

double-helical structures would exhibit visible chirooptical activity at wavelengths 

corresponding to the collective surface plasmon resonance of the assembled gold 

nanoparticles. Indeed, the left- and right-handed helices respectively, produce vertically 

mirrored negative and positive CD signals at 562 nm (Figure 3a), consistent with the 

existence of the collective surface plasmon resonance (Supporting Information Figure S11). 

Others have observed visible plasmonic circular dichroism for peptide-capped gold 

nanoparticles;(30) however, we do not observe a CD signal in the visible range for 

nonassembled PEPAu-capped gold nanoparticles,(31) (Supporting Information Figure S12) 

which suggests that the observed circular dichroism effect results from the spatial 

arrangement of the gold nanoparticles within the superstructures. Having measured the 

visible chirooptical activity of these nanoparticle superstructures, we next used 

computational methods to first model the experimental results and then predict how 

changing the structural metrics of the assemblies might affect the chirooptical response. This 

work is similar to recent studies,(4, 32) but we utilize a different approach.

Small metal nanoparticles interact primarily through dipole–dipole interactions, but higher 

order multipoles contribute to the position and strength of the ensemble localized surface 

plasmon resonance (LSPR) as the interparticle distance is reduced. For this reason, we chose 

to model the chiral ensemble of metallic nanoparticles within the framework of the discrete 

dipole approximation (DDA).(33, 34) In this method, individual particles are described by 

thousands of dipoles, such that higher order multipole effects are accounted for. The CD 

response is determined by averaging the difference in extinction cross sections, Q, between 

left (|L〉) and right (|R〉) circularly polarized plane waves for many orientations of the helical 

superstructure

(1)

where Ω indicates the set of orientations of the helix with respect to the incident wave-vector 

(see the Supporting Information for details on the choice of orientations(35–38)). A number 

of experimental and theoretical studies have been presented on one-dimensional chains of 

spherical gold(39–42) and silver(41) nanoparticles, and simulations show that in general the 

LSPR shift associated with increasing the length of a 1D chain of particles saturates at 

around 10 particles.(43, 44) For this reason, we have chosen to simulate a short helix, 

consisting of only a single helical period of around 80 nm in length, or a minimum of 12 

spheres per helix. The computational model accurately reproduces the experimental CD 

spectrum of the gold nanoparticle double helices (Figure 3b), particularly for the ~560 nm 

CD signature, which arises when the incident field propagates parallel to the helical axis. 

The red-shifted ~600 nm feature appears when the field propagates perpendicular to the 
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helical axis. In the experiment, this feature appears further to the red (Figure 3a), primarily 

due to variations in interparticle distance. Figure S14 in the Supporting Information shows 

that averaging the CD spectra from helices with interparticle distances ranging from 1.0 to 

2.0 nm leaves the 560 nm feature unchanged but causes the ~600 nm peak to red shift.

In 1D chains of particles, the longitudinal plasmon resonance (λp, polarization parallel to the 

long axis of the chain) is related to the plasmon resonance of an individual sphere in the 

chain (λs) and the ratio of the particle diameter (D) to the interparticle gap (G) via the 

empirical relation(44)

(2)

where A is a proportionality constant (typically around 0.01 nm−1) and B is an exponent that 

depends on the length of the chain; for sufficiently long chains, it approaches 1 from below. 

For this reason, we posit that the interparticle spacing along the axis of the helix will play a 

larger role in determining the optical response of the assembly than the interhelical distance. 

Indeed, simulations show that when the interhelical distance is increased from the 

experimental mean of approximately 7.0 nm, only small variations in the position and 

intensity of the CD spectrum are evident (Supporting Information Figure S13). If the 

interhelical distance is reduced to 4.0 nm, the transverse resonance increases in magnitude 

by approximately 2%, and a slight blue shift of the high energy peak is apparent.

Modifications to the interparticle gap (closest nearest neighbor distance) from 1.5 nm (close 

to the experimental value of 1.4 nm) can shift the high energy peak in the CD spectrum from 

560 nm (Figure 3b) to approximately 540 nm for an interparticle distance of 2.0 nm 

(Supporting Information Figure S14). If the interparticle gap is reduced to 1.0 nm, the peak 

in the CD spectrum red shifts to ~580 nm (Supporting Information Figure S14). As gold is 

more polarizable in the near-infrared than in the visible,(45) shifting the LSPR to the red 

increases the extinction cross section of the assemblies and hence increases the magnitude of 

the CD response.

Our model predicts that increasing the radius of the nanoparticles will have the same effect 

as decreasing the interparticle distance (namely a red shift of the longitudinal LSPR and 

increase in the extinction cross section). As such, we added additional aliquots of 

HAuCl4/H2O to samples of left- and right-handed gold helices (particle diameters: left-

handed helices = 8.64 ± 1.43 nm; right-handed helices = 7.59 ± 1.22 nm) (Supporting 

Information Figures S15 and S16) suspended in HEPES buffer to yield product helices with 

larger nanoparticles (particle diameters: left-handed helices = 10.55 ± 0.75 nm; right-handed 

helices = 10.70 ± 2.07 nm) (Supporting Information Figures S17 and S18). CD 

measurements of these samples showed that signal intensity dramatically increased and the 

CD peak red-shifted (Supporting Information Figure S19). The CD signal for left-handed 

helices shifted from 571 to 594 nm while the CD signal for right-handed helices shifted from 

566 to 602 nm (Supporting Information Figure S19). These results were consistent with our 

simulations that showed that when the particle diameter of left-handed gold helices is 

increased from the mean experimental value of approximately 8.0–11.0 nm, the ~560 nm 
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dip shifts to above ~575 nm, and the magnitude of the peak approximately doubles 

(Supporting Information Figure S20). In summary, carefully controlling structural 

parameters allows one to tune the macrooptical activity of these nanohelical assemblies. Our 

theoretical model based on classical electrodynamics provides a means of interpreting and 

predicting the chirooptical behavior.

On the basis of our theoretical prediction, double helices consisting of small gold 

nanoparticles should result in a CD signal shift to shorter wavelengths along with a 

concomitant decrease in signal intensity. Our experimental data bears this out to some 

extent. As we decrease the nanoparticle size, we observe a decrease in the CD signal along 

with a slight blue shift, although the CD signal is quite weak (Supporting Information 

Figures S21 and S22). In order to generate a strong blue-shifted CD response, we coated the 

gold nanoparticle double helices with silver. Specifically, we deposited varying amounts of 

silver onto freshly prepared gold nanoparticle double helices (~8 nm particle diameters) to 

control the thickness of the silver shell. Scanning TEM (STEM) image and energy 

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) data indicate that the silver-coated double helices consist of 

gold nanoparticles (white core) coated with silver (gray shell) (Supporting Information 

Figure S23). CD spectra and TEM images (Figure 4a,c and Supporting Information Figures 

S24–S29, respectively) reveal that double helices with larger particles exhibit stronger CD 

signal at shorter wavelength. When the double helices are coated with a very thin silver shell 

(~0.5 nm), the CD intensity increases and exhibits the same sign as the original gold 

nanoparticle helices. However, if the gold nanoparticle double helices are coated with a 

thick silver shell, the CD intensity appears to significantly increase yet with the opposite 

sign of the original gold helices. Again, to confirm that the observed CD response results 

from the assembled superstructure, we collected CD data for nonassembled peptide-coated 

gold particles coated with silver; these particles did not exhibit a CD signal in the visible 

(Supporting Information Figures S30 and S31). We employed theory and simulation to 

understand the CD data from the silver-coating experiments. We present the simulated 

extinction spectra for a double helix consisting of just gold spheres and of gold spheres 

coated with 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 nm of silver (Supporting Information Figure S32). The 

introduction of silver onto the gold spheres causes the appearance of a band at around 375 

nm that is associated with the silver. Additionally, the longitudinal resonance shifts to the 

blue as the silver thickness increases, which is a direct effect of the difference in the 

wavelength position of the interband transitions between the two metals: those in silver are 

in the UV, and those of gold are in the blue region of the spectrum. As more silver is added, 

the polarizability (and hence the extinction) of the nanoparticles increases as silver is more 

polarizable than gold in this region of the spectrum.(45) These effects conspire to blue shift 

the CD spectrum (Figure 4b,d) and the 550 nm dip in Figure 4a,c appears to change sign 

when the silver-coating thickness increases from approximately 0.5 nm to above 

approximately 1.0 nm. The simulations (Figure 4b,d) indicate that this effect can be 

explained by a large blue shift in the resonances of the double-helices when silver is 

introduced into the system together with the increase in intensity.

The experimental CD spectra (Figure 4a,c) exhibit only small CD response in the blue in 

comparison to the features at approximately 550 nm, whereas the simulated spectra exhibit 

peaks and troughs of approximately equal magnitude. This can be explained by variations in 
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the interparticle gap along the helix. Supporting Information Figure S33 shows the effect of 

varying the interparticle gap between 0.5 and 1.5 nm: reducing the gap causes the CD 

response to red shift. Regions of the spectra that show negative CD signal at gaps of 1.5 nm 

(for example: purple trace, Figure 4d) are reduced in magnitude because the negative signal 

in this region is offset by positive CD response of locations on the helix where the particles 

are 0.5 nm apart. This amounts to an interference-like effect between helices with larger 

(~1.5 nm) and smaller (~0.5 nm) interparticle gaps.

If the particles are touching (or conjoined) for long regions of the helix then the CD 

response is flat across the visible due to a lack of dipole–dipole coupling between particles 

(i.e., the system resembles a twisted nanowire with a plasmonic response that has shifted to 

the IR, see Supporting Information Figure S33).

The peptide-based assembly toolkit allows for the construction of a diverse set of gold 

nanoparticle double helices with tunable structures, handedness, and physical properties. We 

used this toolkit to prepare left- and right-handed gold nanoparticle double helices that 

exhibit well-defined plasmonic circular dichroism signals. By coupling predictions from 

theory and simulation with experiment, we demonstrated that tuning the nanoparticle size 

can affect the chirooptical properties and that altering the composition of the helices can 

dramatically affect the position and intensity of the plasmonic CD signal. In future 

experiments, we aim to orient and assemble the helices to obtain a much higher chirooptical 

response. Also, we aim to design peptide conjugates for preparing helices with different 

pitch, interparticle distance, and interhelical distance to further experimentally assess how 

these parameters affect the CD response. The work reported herein indicates that this 

peptide-based nanoparticle assembly methodology is a powerful means of preparing 

tailorable plasmonic nanostructures with carefully tunable chirooptical properties.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Scheme detailing the preparation of enantiomeric gold nanoparticle double helices. C12-d-

PEPAu and C12-l-PEPAu, when mixed with a gold precursor solution and HEPES buffer, 

direct the formation of, respectively, right- and left-handed double helices. Each double 

helix has quantifiable metrics, including nanoparticle size, interparticle distance, pitch, and 

interhelical distance.
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Figure 2. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron tomography data. TEM images of 

left- and right-handed (a,b and d,e, respectively) gold nanoparticle double helices (scale 

bars: a,d, 200 nm; b,e, 20 nm). The 3D surface renderings of the tomographic volumes 

reveal the left- or right-handed nature of double helices (c,f, respectively).
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Figure 3. 
Experimental and theoretical circular dichroism data for left- and right-handed gold 

nanoparticle double helices. (a) CD spectra of left-handed (blue) and right-handed (red) gold 

nanoparticle double helices. Left-handed and right-handed double helices result in vertically 

mirrored CD signals at 562 nm. (b) CD spectra predicted by the theoretical model exhibit 

similar bisignate signatures to (a) in the visible region (particle diameter 7 nm). The optical 

path length is 1 mm.
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Figure 4. 
Experimental and theoretical circular dichroism of gold nanoparticle double helices 

enhanced by silver. Left- (a) and right-handed (c) gold nanoparticle double helices coated 

with varied thickness of silver exhibit different CD intensities and wavelengths from the 

typical gold nanoparticle double helices. A significant blue shift of the peaks (from ~560 to 

~530 nm) and dramatically increased amplitudes in the CD spectra were obtained by coating 

gold nanoparticles with increasing amounts of silver (red, no silver shell; yellow, ~0.5 nm 

silver shell; green, ~1 nm silver shell; blue, ~2 nm silver shell; purple, ~3 nm silver shell). 
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The insets in (a) and (c) are provided for clarity. Simulated CD spectra for left- (b) and 

right-handed (d) gold nanoparticle double helices coated with varied thickness of silver 

shells (red, no silver shell; green, ~1 nm silver shell; blue, ~1.5 nm silver shell; purple, ~2 

nm silver shell).
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